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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  

(please see following page for UX/UI experience)

April 1997–present

Freelance graphic design 

>  with 25 years’ experience, 18 of those as an independent freelance 

designer, Kathryn has built up a diverse range of clients, largely 

through recommendation (please see client list on following page)

>  he has established a fantastic working relationship with clients  
during this time, working on dozens of successful projects, and as a 
result has an intuitive understanding of their brand, positioning and 
needs when briefed

>  working with individuals, large organisations, in-house design teams, 
marketing and buying departments, and project and account managers

> clients have included arts organisations, professional bodies,  
retailers, large and small charities, education trusts, schools, 
universities, event organisers, national art galleries and museums, and 
publishing companies

> working on many projects, large and small, from receiving the brief, 
writing proposals, pitching and concept presentation, liaising with the 
client through design development to proof stages, production  
of artwork and handover to print

> briefing illustrators and photographers, from conception to development 
and final delivery

> art direction of many projects, from concept, initial sketch  
layouts, sourcing and briefing photographers, finding props,  

models and locations

July 1993–April 1997

Visible Edge Senior designer
Her role at Visible Edge enabled Kathryn to work closely with clients at every stage of 

projects. Clients included Laura Ashley, Early Learning Centre, Liberty, Divertimenti and 

The British Library. She worked on many catalogues at the time, from conception through to 

realisation, including art direction.

September 1991–July 1993

Jenkins Group Junior designer
Her first design position gave her a good grounding in the industry. Clients included 

British Airports Authority, Docklands Light Rail, Chartered Institute of Management 

Accountants and Care International.

HIGHER EDUCATION

September 1988–July 1991

Norwich School of Art, BA (Hons) Graphic Design (2.1)

September 1987–July 1988

Cleveland College of Art & Design, Foundation course

INTERESTS

Contemporary art and design, photography, cinema, running, tennis, cooking, travel, music

PERSONAL

Date of Birth: 23 May 1969 (age: 53); Nationality: British

REFERENCES

Referees supplied on request
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SKILLS, EXPERTISE + UX/UI EXPERIENCE

Kathryn’s skills and expertise:

> an ideas-driven portfolio

> an acute sense of design, layout and conceptual 
thinking with confidence in expressing ideas

> hands-on and self-motivated with an ability 
to ensure projects are delivered to brief, on 
budget and on time

> articulate, with a love of the written word

> attention to detail, typography and colour

> extensive knowledge across Adobe Creative Suite, 
and UI tools including Sketch, Figma, InVision 
and Craft

> the ability to run projects from concept stage 
to final delivery, being proactive and confident 
in communicating thoughts  
and ideas

> very strong work ethic and desire to deliver the 
best possible solution for all projects

> enjoys working on multiple projects at any one 
time in a fast-paced environment, and thrives 
under pressure

> strong time management and organisational skills

> intellectually curious, and enjoys seeking 
inspiration from many different sources

UX/UI experience:

‘Acknowledge’ wellbeing app

Currently working with a small team of 
designers and developers, I am leading the UI 
of this product, creating the visual identity 
as well as developing the user flows and have 
created a low fidelity wireframe for the 
developers to produce an MVP.

‘Pidge’ personal training app

Having been matched with Pidge during my 
Experience Haus Product Design course, I 
quickly realised they had not carried out any 
of the research necessary to develop the app 
successfully.

I carried out a comprehensive competitor 
analysis exercise, conducted interviews, 
created user personas and user stories, and 
identified problem statements. I then worked 
on the user flows before developing low 
fidelity wireframes. 

The original app had no visual identity; with 
the high fidelity wireframes I was able to 
introduce branding and demonstrate how and a 
clear visual language would transform the 
user experience.

Evidence and Collaboration for Inclusive  
Development website

Having developed the branding for this aid 
programme, I was commissioned to design a 
website, covering their research work in 
Myanmar, Nigeria and Zimbabwe. I worked 
closely with a Wordpress developer to create 
the site. Part of the brief was to design a 
wide range of infographics to be used by the 
client within the site but also across social 
media.

University College London – Information 
Studies Centenary website

Working closely with the client and the 
Wordpress developer, the centenary website 
comprised a timeline, a virtual exhibition 
tour, and an open forum where alumni could 
share their memories of studying at UCL, as 
well as giving details of their professional 
life, and a selection of podcasts of staff 
and alumni. Their location was shown on an 
interactive map. 
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CLIENT LIST
EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

The Brightside Trust
Passport to Employability 
Octavia House Special 
Schools
University College London
University of Westminster

INDIVIDUALS

Dark Horse Business Coaching
Geraint Davies Photography
Kirsty Lawler Ceramics
New Black Events
Nina Moeller Furniture
Rachel Escott Audience 
Development
Red Studio

MARKETING ORGANISATIONS

Brainstorm Digital
MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES 

Natural History Museum
Tate Britain and Tate 
Modern
Victoria and Albert Museum

PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

First Class Coach
Pluto Finance
Prudential

PUBLIC BODIES 

The Cabinet Office
City of London Police
Department for  
International Trade
Hertfordshire County 
Council
National Archives
NESTA
Unison

PUBLISHING

The Parent’s Directory
Textile View Magazine/
Metropolitan Publishing

RETAIL AND CONSUMER 

The Body Shop
Divine Chocolate
John Lewis
Marks and Spencer 
Pidge Sports App
Quo Vadis Travel
Sell It Mama! baby fairs

07814 602846   |   ks@kathrynsamson.com   |   kathrynsamson.com

CHARITIES

The Art Fund
CAPT
Child Soldiers Coalition
Christian Aid
Evidence and Collaboration 
for Inclusive Development
Global Action Plan
Humane Society International
ICAN
Macmillan Cancer Support
Marie Curie Cancer Care
MRDF
The Parks Trust
Pancreatic Cancer UK
Schools Climate Summit
Shelter
Volunteering England
The Women’s Library

Please click on the links in 
pink below to be taken to 
specific client pages.

Past and present clients 
include:

ARTS-RELATED ORGANISATIONS

BASCA
City of London Sinfonia 
Jazz not Jazz
Momentum Arts, Cambridge
Philharmonia Orchestra
The Poetry Society
Théatre Transformations
World Circuit Records
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Kathryn was commissioned by the Brand Creative department within John Lewis to design 
point-of-sale graphics, primarily for the large wall behind till banks in store. These 
areas had, on the whole, been under-utilised, but service messages were shown here 
in the form of separate posters. This approach was messy and confusing, and there 
was a desire to produce a series of simple, photographic images that represented each 
department, with a facility to communicate John Lewis’ unique service offer.

With hundreds of iconic products to choose from, it was quite a task finding 
one to represent a whole department. Kathryn consulted the buying, marketing and 
merchandising departments, who all had specific and often conflicting ideas about 
which products would be best for the imagery. Answering directly to the Creative 
Director, she was able to develop the concept, by visiting all the departments in-
store, sketching the products, presenting simple thumbnail layouts which were further 
developed to ensure the graphics captured the iconic simplicity and boldness that the 
brief required.

For the example shown above, ‘Baby’, pushchairs, bouncy seats, baby cutlery and soft 
toys were all considered, but this simple, mid-price highchair from French brand 
Beaba worked well because of its clean, uncluttered shape. 

JOHN LEWIS

<< back to overview
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JOHN LEWIS – TILL BANK GRAPHICS<< back to overview
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JOHN LEWIS – IN-STORE SERVICES GRAPHICS<< back to overview
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thinking
systems

Kathryn was commissioned by the Cabinet Office to produce assets for the 
newly-formed Systems Unit. Systems Thinking is an approach that can help the 
public sector become better equipped to work on challenges that can’t be 
solved by simple collaboration or limited to a single department.

The assets included branding for the Strategic Framework which the Systems 
Unit is developing, a way of working designed to apply systems thinking to 
to complex problems, and help the public sector deliver effective joined-up 
solutions.

The Systems Unit had been in operation for only a number of months when the 
COVID-19 pandemic took hold in the UK. The Unit was seconded to focus on the 
response to the pandemic, and Kathryn was asked to produce branding that 
reflected the Unit’s new focus.

THE CABINET OFFICE

<< back to overview
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Our
Civil
Service

shaping
our future
together

THE CABINET OFFICE – OUR CIVIL SERVICE
CIVIL SERVICE-WIDE PROSPECTUS<< back to overview

But ‘finding a way to get things done’ shouldn’t be 
the only way we operate. We must face the future 
with confidence, knowing that we are going 
about our work in the best way.

We are responding to some of the 
biggest peacetime challenges this 
country has faced: from exiting the 
European Union to COVID-19.

Our response has shown what is  
great about our Civil Service. We are 
passionate about improving citizen’s lives.  
We are willing and able to adapt.

Opportunities arise from challenges and we have a 
chance to emerge as a stronger, better organisation.

We will face more challenges, that is certain.  
To overcome them successfully we have to 
understand the extent of the change needed  
and be ready to change ourselves.

As civil servants, we  
have much to be proud  
of. We work tirelessly for 
citizens and ministers, 
always finding a way to  
get things done. It is the 
privilege of public service.

2

We must be open to talent from across 
the country, regardless of background 
or sector. That is not simply about 
attracting the best people or the 
processes through which we select 
candidates. It’s also about how we 
operate and how we train.

True diversity of thought, ideas  
and experience will help us solve 
problems and deliver the very best 
public services.

We must build an environment  
which better supports professional 
development and creative thinking. 
One in which everyone has the 
confidence to express their ideas and 
for those ideas to be heard.

This environment should allow us to 
combine our skills and expertise to 
both improve services and tackle the 
social inequalities that exist in the UK.

Making more opportunities  
available to work for the Civil Service 
outside of London is a top priority,  
at every level.

Our experiences of working flexibly 
during the COVID-19 crisis should be 
a lens through which we can see the 
potential for change.

79% of Grades 6 and 7 based  
outside London agreed that working 
in their current location has placed 
restrictions upon their career.  14

79%
of Grades 6 and 7 
based outside London 
agreed that working in 
their current location 
has placed restrictions 
upon their career. 

Our Civil Service 
Shaping our future together.

Great People

Share your views at  
shapingourfuture. 
civilservice.gov.uk

July 2020
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GSCUBusiness Plan2022/23

THE CABINET OFFICE – BUSINESS PLAN 
CIVIL SERVICE-WIDE DOCUMENT<< back to overview

About us
The Government Skills and Curriculum Unit 
(GSCU) was established in September 2020  
with a mission to ensure suitably qualified and 
experienced civil servants, from entry to senior 
leadership, and a properly resourced Campus  

for training in Government. Our work forms a 
core part of the Government Reform agenda,  
to create a unified Campus for all learning and 
development across-government, ensuring all 
civil servants have robust foundational 

On average, every year there are:

23 ministerial

9,000 new  
apprentice starts

120,000  
civil servants belonging 
to at least one function
across... 

29 recognised professions and 14 functions

5,500 Senior  
Civil Service (SCS)

415 agencies and 
other public bodies

670 new  
fast streamers

68,000  
specialist civil servants 
and

20 non-ministerial
45,000  
new joiners

1000+ 
CEO -level  
public servants

50-60,000  
in leadership roles 
below SCS

Within departments and agencies:

knowledge of working in government up  
to specialist skills and domain knowledge.  
The image below shows the sheer scale of  
our challenge across government…

4

6

Vicky Elliott 
NLC Programme  
and Communities

Senior Leadership Team 

Nick Walker, 
Programme 
Director – Campus & 
Curriculum

Rose Edwards 
Programme Director 
– College for National 
Security

Ben Platt 
Campus & Curriculum 
– Strategy & 
Partnerships

Pamela Dow 
Executive Director 
GSCU

Natalie Golding 
Director of 
Leadership(‘Strand 
3’ programmes – 
content, delivery  
and impact) 

Sonia Pawson 
Fast Stream, 
Emerging Talent & 
Occ. Psych. Service

Claire Smith 
Chief of Staff

Jo Hollis  
Accelerated Schemes 
and CS Leadership 
Academy

High level summary of L&D data sprint findings 

Departmental Apprenticeship spend

29

HMRC
£20m

DWP
£15m

MoD
£10m

MoJ
£10m

HO
£4.5m

DfE
£3.7m

2017/18          2018/19         2019/20         2020/21         2021/22

BEIS/DIT
£1.9m

CO
£1.7m

HMT
£0.7m

DfT
£0.7m

DHSC
£0.5m

DEFRA
£0.5m

DLUHC
£0.4m

DCMS
£0.3m
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Developing specialist 
skills within government
A guide to specialist training

THE CABINET OFFICE – DEVELOPING SPECIALIST SKILLS IN GOVERNMENT 
CIVIL SERVICE-WIDE DOCUMENT<< back to overview

What are the different development levels?

Essential capabilities for  
every civil servant

Entry into profession

Skilled professionals

Deep specialist mastery

Training should provide a broad overview, often rooted in 

a fundamental framework for learners to home their newly 

acquired knowledge. It should include practical tips to 

incorporate into their day job, which will have a much wider 

base of non-profession specific capabilities to draw on.

Training will be aimed at establishing a working level of 

knowledge, skills and networks. Introducing multiple concepts 

and frameworks for those beginning their careers within the 

profession. Training will be aligned to professional bodies. 

Training should provide advanced understanding, with multiple frameworks, 

theories and practical approaches which allow for problems to be examined in 

complementary and contrasting ways. Training will be aligned to professional 

bodies and their requirements. Learners will have deeper yet narrower capabilities 

and will be well-versed in the profession/subject matter with effective profession 

specific networks.

Training will be highly specialist and draw on world-leading expertise and 

professional bodies. It will be live to current and complex issues within the field and 

be insight driven. Learners will be regularly applying the knowledge and insights of 

thought-leaders within their day job and have strong profession specific networks.

Expert 
Level

Practitioner 
Level

Working 
Level

Awareness 
Level

4

Analysis 6

Finance 16

Property 26

Commercial 9

Operational  
delivery 20

Security 28

Communications
 12

HR 18 Policy 22

Science and  
engineering 
 30

Digital, Data and 
Technology  
 14

Project  
delivery 24

How to use this guide
Over the next few pages you’ll be able to see what professional training looks like from entry  
to experienced practitioner, as well as the support available from professions to non-experts  
i.e. people outside a particular profession but needing core knowledge and understanding. 

These are shown as pyramids to help you see what skills and knowledge are needed universally, 
whatever your professional anchor, and, of these, what are common across professions.  
This will help you and your managers make training choices, and better plot career pathways. 

Select the specialism below to explore what professional training looks like

5

Communications
The Government Communication Service is the professional body for 
public service communicators working in government departments, 
agencies and arm’s length bodies.

Communication is one of the four main levers of government 
alongside legislation, regulation and taxation.

Explore the training through the profession’s curriculum.

12

CIPR, CIM, PRCA, TBC

GCS curriculum (offer in development)

GCS curriculum (offer in development) 

covering learning by disciplines and  

by grade

GCS Internship

EXPERT LEVEL

Induction: 

–  Modern Communications Operating Model 
(MCOM 2.0) sets out the essential skills, 

capabilities and practices required for an 

effective public service communications 

profession and function.

–  The GCS Career Framework provides 

guidance on how to develop your career 

within the Government Communication 

Service (GCS).

PRACTITIONER LEVEL

WORKING LEVEL

AWARENESS LEVEL

Senior leaders:

– Inspire: G7/G6 Postgraduate Diploma in Strategic Communication 

Leadership, with an option to continue to an MSc

– Power of choice programme: senior, high-potential, underrepresented 

talent, and increase the diversity of our senior leaders across the GCS.

Impact: Level 6 Diploma from the Chartered 
Institute of Marketing (PDF)

Fast Stream: Level 6 Diploma from the 
Chartered Institute of Marketing (PDF)

GCS apprenticeship: Public Relations and Communications 

Assistant Level 4 

Professional bodies:

–  Public Relations and Communications Association (PRCA) 

–  Market Research Society (MRS)

–  The Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR) 

–  Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM)

Induction: 

–  A guide for new starters canon of 

professional practice available to all. 

–  Mandatory “essential” learning 

available to all.

13

A list of all professions 
can be seen on page 5 

Accredited training route Wider learning opportunities

The whole suite of assets I 
have designed for the Cabinet 
Office has been incredibly 
well received. The Executive 
Director of the Government 
Skills and Curriculum Unit 
said of the ‘Developing 
specialist skills within 
government’ piece:

“It’s SUCH a brilliant 
product, it’s had the most 
universally resoundingly 
positive feedback from 
everyone I have shared 
it with, at all levels – 
people adore it and want 
to use it in their own 
team, Dept, profession and 
1-1 conversations, about 
skills development, clarity, 
precision, accessibility, 
career pathways.”
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<< back to overview

Kathryn was approached by the Department for 
International Trade to redesign the recruitment pages. 
Many of the roles advertised were for designers and 
there was a desire to make the pages more attractive 
to them.

Working closely with her client in the Communications 
Department, Kathryn worked on visuals which she 
developed over a few days, incorporating specially-
taken photographs which depicted the environment that 
successful candidates would be working in.

DEPARTMENT FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

DIT – WEBSITE RECRUITMENT PAGES  
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<< back to overview DIT – WEBSITE RECRUITMENT PAGES  
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AMARA
New Civil Servant

MAX
Senior Adviser Lead

KAIA
Senior Policy Manager

SID
New Civil Servant

FILIP

Existing Civil Servant

ELLEN

Existing Civil Servant

BILLIEExisting Civil Servant

YUFEIProject Manager

AFRINExisting Civil Servant

Getting things done  
in government
What you need to know  
and how to get it

THE CABINET OFFICE – GETTING THINGS DONE IN GOVERNMENT 
CIVIL SERVICE-WIDE DOCUMENT<< back to overview

Knowing how to get things done in the complex 
system of government requires skills, knowledge 
and broad networks. From designing public 
services to levelling up the economy, we often 
undervalue the particular and important skills 
we need to make it all happen.

While not everyone in the Civil Service needs  
to be an expert in data, finance, writing, science, 
or Parliament, having an awareness of the skills 
that inform policy making and public service 
delivery will make us all better civil servants. 

To help you find the skills you need, we’ve 
compiled a series of personas. These personas 
show the breadth of the skills that we all need 
wherever you work and whatever your level.

Introduction

2

Parliamentary

Finance

Digital and data

Project delivery

Please click here to watch the accompanying animated sequence
Parliamentary

MAX
Senior Adviser Lead

New to Civil Service

Meet Max who has recently joined the Civil Service. 
Max will be working as a project manager to a high 
profile programme and will be required to help 
respond to parliamentary interest in their team’s 
work. This will include drafting answers to oral  
and written parliamentary questions, helping  
with ministerial briefings for debates, managing 
secondary legislation projects and responding  
to select committee reports. Max is keen to 
understand more about parliament so that they  
can help ministers build support for policies.

What does Max need to know 

Introduction to Parliament will provide Max with  
a foundation of knowledge.  
Depending on their role they  
can then complete Oral  
& Written Parliamentary  
Questions, and Introduction  
to Secondary Legislation  
to select committees.

KAIA
Senior Policy Manager

Existing Civil Servant

Meet Kaia, a Senior Policy Manager. Kaia is currently 
working on a high-profile policy that will need to be 
enacted through legislation. Kaia needs to understand 
the legislative process – from getting approval to 
introduce a bill, to the stages of parliamentary 
scrutiny. Kaia also needs to be able to respond to 
detailed parliamentary interest in their policy through 
select committees and parliamentary questions.

What does Kaia need to know

Primary legislation will provide Kaia with knowledge 
of legislation. Select Committees, written and oral 
questions will help them respond to scrutiny.

Bill Team Basics and the Bill  
Team Toolkit will give them the  
practical skills needed to get  
their bill included in the  
government’s legislative  
programme and steer it  
through parliament.

Anything else Max and Kaia 
need to consider

The Parliamentary Capability 
Team brochure provides 
details of all available courses 
and resources.

Sign up to the Parliamentary 
Despatch – a monthly 
newsletter with details of 
parliamentary business, and 
relevant training courses.

Departments can also book 
closed courses on a range  
of topics. 

3
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THE CABINET OFFICE – SYSTEMS THINKING
BRANDING ASSETS<< back to overview

Systems Thinking      @Gov... 27/02/20 
Kate Josephs, Director of Funding, ESFA, 
OR Education and Skills Funding Agency 

Twitter photo treatments – using main Strategic Framework branding inc Dosis typeface - page 1

Systems Thinking      @Gov... 27/02/20 
If you read one book about Systems 
this year, make it this one

‘We are leaders 
within a system 
and understanding 
that system is 
critical to making 
a difference.’ 
Kate Josephs

Systems Thinking      @Gov... 27/02/20 
WHO explain why green spaces contribute 
to your wellbeing 

‘Having access to green spaces 
can reduce health inequalities, 
improve well-being, and aid in 
treatment of mental illness.’ 
WHO, Sustainable Development 
Conference 2019

Rebel Ideas by 
Matthew Syed
£20.00

‘Having access to green spaces 
for everyone can reduce health 
inequalities, improve well-being, 
and aid in treatment of 
mental illness.’ 
WHO, Sustainable Development 
Conference 2019
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I was commissioned by University College 
London’s Department for Information 
Studies to design a website to celebrate 
the department’s centenary. A physical 
exhibition had been planned but would 
not have been possible during the Covid 
pandemic, so producing a virtual exhibition 
was decided which had the added advantage of 
being accessible worldwide.

The centrepiece of the website was a 
timeline (shown left) that marked the most 
significant events during the hundred years, 
from its foundation to recent developments 
in digital technology.

What was briefed as a ‘simple one page 
website’ quickly turned into quite a 
large and completely bespoke site. It was 
challenging but exciting. I enlisted the 
help of a specialist Wordpress developer and 
together we collaborated to find a way to 
present the various facets of the centenary 
that the department wished to be covered in 
the site.

UCL INFORMATION 
STUDIES CENTENARY 
WEBSITE

<< back to overview
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UCL INFORMATION STUDIES WEBSITE
VIRTUAL TOUR<< back to overview

View the 
website here
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UCL INFORMATION STUDIES WEBSITE
PODCASTS<< back to overview

View the 
website here
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UCL INFORMATION STUDIES WEBSITE
OPEN FORUM<< back to overview

View the 
website here
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Global Action Plan are a 25-year-old 
organisation with a great track record of 
well-respected behaviour change programmes 
– helping people reduce their environmental 
impact through easy, practical steps.

The brief: 1. To position Global Action 
Plan (GAP) as the leading behaviour change 
organisation in the environmental sector.  
2. To establish GAP as the source of ground-
breaking projects built on the premise that 
there is an environmental and a personal 
benefit brought by the proposed behaviour 
change. 3. To clearly establish GAP’s 
connection proposition in the minds of 
funders and supporters.

‘Connecting what is good for us and what 
is good for the planet’ was Kathryn’s 
starting point. With a need to appeal to 
young people, she was keen that the new 
brand avoided the visual clichés that have 
been used in the environmental sector. 
Her initial concepts were reviewed by the 
charity’s stakeholders, including their 
youth panel, with the chosen route deemed 
‘smart, neat and elegant’.

GLOBAL ACTION PLAN
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GLOBAL ACTION PLAN
CHARITY REBRAND

PHYSICAL BANNERS, SOCIAL MEDIA BANNERS, 
WEBSITE HOME PAGE
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GLOBAL ACTION PLAN
PAGES FROM THE BRAND GUIDELINES
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Designing the branding and subsequent assets for the London Schools 
Climate Summit, part of London Climate Action Week, has been an 
exciting and all-encompassing piece of work.

My clients had very little in the way of visuals, ahead of the 
inaugural London Schools Climate Summit. There was a desire to 
develop a brand that visually showed London in some way. The brief 
included the information that there are around 3,500 schools wihin 
London; nurseries, primary schools, secondary and independent, and 
the aim of the summit was to spur school leaders to act to  
reduce their carbon footprint. 

I was very intrigued by the idea that the 3,500 schools could be 
mapped and this could be developed as a route. I imagined that 
individual schools would be proud to literally be ‘on the map’, and 
acknowledged as playing a part in the combined environmental effort 
of all the schools. 

I developed three options; the chosen route illustrated the 
geographical position of the schools, using bright, overlapping 
primary colours, a different colour for each type of school, to 
depict the varied and diversity of London’s schools, as well as 
their connected nature.

SCHOOLS CLIMATE SUMMIT
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schools
climate
summit
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SCHOOLS CLIMATE SUMMIT
BRANDING
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<< back to overview

London has often set the pace 
for educational innovation and 
where the city leads, others 
have followed. The Schools 
Climate Summit will also 
leverage London’s status as a 
major global city to engage 
international education leaders 
and the youth and global 
climate communities. Working 
with partners including the 
UK and Italian co-presidencies 
for COP26 climate summit in 
Glasgow, the British Council, 
OECD, IUCN, UNESCO and 
others, the Summit will advance 
education for sustainable 
development in this pivotal year.

This year’s GLOBE Student-
MP Climate Surgery, taking 
place across all of London’s 73 
parliamentary constituencies 
during LCAW 2021, will be a 
major opportunity to connect 
the outcomes of the LCAW 
Schools Climate Summit and 
student voice with lawmakers. 
Linked to the LCAW London 
Climate Curriculum and 

designed as an opportunity 
to engage students directly 
with their local MPs on climate 
change, the day will seek to 
improve civic education and 
promote practical citizenship. 
Outcomes of the day will be 

communicated directly to the 
GLOBE COP26 Legislators 
Summit at the Scottish 
Parliament during COP26, 
bringing student voice into 
the main gathering of global 
parliamentarians at COP26.

Global reach and links to COP26

8

SCHOOLS CLIMATE SUMMIT
BRANDING
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<< back to overview

How to take part/contd.

Schools and those in the education sector can take part in the 
Schools Climate Summit in three ways: (a) through on-campus 
activities organized by the schools themselves, (b) a curated 
Summit programme or (c) by participating in deep dive thematic 
sessions. (The latter two being hybrid or online activities.) 

School activities Curated Summit 
programme

Deep dives into 
Summit themes 

the 4 ‘C’s and 1 ‘F’

15

Deep dives into 
Summit themes 

the 4 ‘C’s  
and 1 ‘F’

There will be ‘deep dive’ online sessions and 
workshops, open to all interested Summit 
participants, on each of the 4 ‘C’s and the 
1 ‘F’ themes with expert leads. Registration 
details and a calendar of events for the day 
will be available by mid-May.

SCHOOLS CLIMATE SUMMIT
BRANDING
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PIDGE – SPORTS APP<< back to overview

PIDGE SPORTS APP

Pidge is a health and fitness start-up, and was funded by Oxford University Innovation, 
the European Space Agency Business Incubator and Vodafone. 

This was a project where there wasn’t really a brief, partly because the founders had, 
up to that point, hadn’t seen the need to involve a designer. 

The word ‘Pidge’ is derived from the word for individual message boxes, or pigeon-holes, 
at university, and the original iteration of the app was developed for a sports’ team 
organisation.

However, after some preliminary research I undertook, it was decided to focus on 
producing an app for personal trainers, making the admin aspects of coaching and 
exercise faster, simpler and easier to manage. The founders were very keen for Pidge  
to ‘become the NHS of fitness and sports’.

I was tasked with developing the UX/UI of the app which at the time was very 
rudimentary. I identified areas where the product could be devloped and made more 
attractive and useful for potential customers.

As a result of the work by the whole team, the app has been developed and the founders 
are currently seeking further funding from venture capitalists.

12:30

Built with 
Personal Trainers 
for Personal Trainers

12:30

Optimal organisation 
with advanced 
calendar functions

12:30

Manage payments 
through Pidge

12:30

Communicate 
with your clients 
efficiently and clearly

Sign up for free
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PIDGE – SPORTS APP<< back to overview

 
 Research 

Personas

– 25-year-old self-employed personal trainer 
– Clients are mainly professionals, ranging from 25–45

–  She hasn’t found an app that she likes enough to keep  
 using it after the one-month free trial

– She wants to spend less time doing admin tasks every day

– She doesn’t want to pay for the app unless there are going  
 to be definitive benefits

Evie
– 38-year-old civil servant with two young children 
– He used to run every morning before children

–  Most mornings he gets his baby and toddler ready for nursery

– He’s not a fan of gyms and would like to find a personal trainer  
 near his home who can be flexible with session times

– He wants to find a balance between work and parenthood 
 that would allow him to keep fit

Mano
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PIDGE – SPORTS APP AND WEBSITE<< back to overview
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I was commissioned by Christian Aid to design branding for an aid 
programme, Evidence and Collaboration for Inclusive Development. They set 
out a new and innovative approach to improving access to services using 
data as evidence and connecting marginalised people, civil society and 
decision makers.

Having designed the branding, a few years later I was then asked to 
design a website. At that point, the programme had begun to gather data 
from the three countries involved in the study; Myanmar, Nigeria and 
Zimbabwe. Much of the data is gathered by local people, interviewing 
others from their own communities. To ensure the aims of the programme 
would be understood by everyone, including those with a low level 
of literacy, it was important to develop a set of infographics that 
illustrated those aims.

As well as the website, I produced a toolkit that covered guidance for 
use in the development and humanitarian sector to support the design of 
effective and relevant programmes by developing a detailed picture of the 
root causes of problems, the roles of different stakeholders, and the 
processes to achieve positive change.

Very sadly, the programme’s funding was stopped during the recent foreign 
aid cuts. To help my client continue to develop the website and other 
assets, I put together a set of icons and infographics that she could 
continue to use.

EVIDENCE AND COLLABORATION FOR 
INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT 

<< back to overview
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EVIDENCE AND INCLUSION FOR INCLUSION AND DEVELOPMENT
WEBSITE<< back to overview

View the 
website here
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Christian Aid

Aid programme branding and communications 

From the outset, and with an understanding that the budget  
for design was extremely limited, it was important to equip my 
clients with as many visual assets that were easy to use as 
possible. After creating a simple but effective visual brand, 
and a comprehensive set of guidelines, I was able to produce  
a suite of products that could be adapted by them when needed.

Click on the thumbnails below to see a larger version.

Our visual identity

Colour options
Full colour on white background Full colour on grey background

ECID
Evidence and Collaboration 
for Inclusive Development

ECID

ECID
Evidence and Collaboration 
for Inclusive Development

ECID

Black and grey on white background

ECID
Evidence and Collaboration 
for Inclusive Development

ECID
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Our visual identity

Our colour palette
Colour palette
These colours should be used

on all communication material.

Tints of 25%, 50%, 75% are allowed

charts, diagrams and infographics 

where an additional colour range 

is needed.

If you are using Microsoft applications 

then please use the RGB values  

by creating a custom colour with  

these values.

If you are creating web pages then  

use the Hex values.

If you are creating something for 

professional printing then use the  

CMYK values.

RGB: 98/81/78

HEX: 62514E

CMYK: 55/60/59/33

RGB: 243/108/33

HEX: F36C21

CMYK: 0/72/100/0

RGB: 227/36/144

HEX: E32490

CMYK: 4/96/0/0

RGB: 12/186/180

HEX: 0CBAB4

CMYK: 73/0/36/0

Black and white

Tints of black

100% 75%

50% 25%

14

18

Practical examples for guidance

Stationery and publications

Office address to go here
Town or city
Postcode

Branding and logo applied to A4 letterhead (left) and front and back 

cover of A5 newsletter (above)

When dealing with single page publications, the UK aid logo should be  

included with the partner logos. It always features first and is larger than  

the other logos in this arrangement.

Publications or outputs specific to just one organisation can be  

produced carrying just the ECID logo, DfID logo and an agency’s  

own logo. Reference to the other organisations may be made  

within any text if appropriate.

Newsletter

Programme 
update, 

November 
2019

Helping to reduce poverty, realise 

rights and improve the wellbeing of 

the most marginalised in Myanmar, 

Nigeria and Zimbabwe

GIPP: Gender, 
Inclusion,  
Power &  
Politics Analysis  
Toolkit         

Part 2 – Toolkit: 
Templates,  
Tools and  
Workshop  
Plans ECID

Evidence and Collaboration 
for Inclusive Development

A. Preparation

4

1.  Formation of GIPP Taskforce

Output: GIPP Taskforce established

Suggested lead: Relevant member of 
country programme team

The GIPP Taskforce is the local person 
responsible for leading on the GIPP 
analysis, with support pulled in from 
external or global technical advisers as 
required. 

The Taskforce is responsible for reviewing 
and inputting into the adaptation of the 
GIPP tools; leading on Key Informant 
Interviews (KIIs), facilitating Focus Group 
Discussions (FGDs) and co-facilitating the 
multi-stakeholder workshop. In addition 
they will put together the list of target 
informants and participants; preparing  
the initial GIPP analysis and leading on 
updating this analysis throughout 
implementation. It should be a hands-on 
group that is able to work efficiently and 
cohesively. 

Each GIPP Taskforce should consist of a 
cross-section of relevant stakeholders, 
including:

• Between 5-8 people (size to be determined 
based on what is appropriate for each 
country), gender balanced

• Other potential agencies working in 
consortium

• Representatives from core programme 
team in country (one of whom will likely 
lead the Taskforce)

• Partner leads and Representatives from 
relevant CSOs (e.g. from women-led CSOs, 
organisations led by and focused on 
supporting marginalised groups, social 
movements etc). with at least one member 
of the Taskforce external to the project.

C. 

Problem Analysis exercise (contd.)

20

Water bourne 
diseases become 

prevalent 
amongst 

poor families

Increased 
demand 
for local 

healthcare
...???

Quality of local water supplies deteriorating

Level of fecal waste is 
high in local water sources

Majority of households have 
no connection to the sewage 

network

Households dispose fecal
waste into local river

Public
education

programme
unavailable

Public unaware of the dangers 
of waste dumping

Levels of household 
and business refuse 

are high in river

Decline in 
amount and 

qualty of 
fish on local 

markets

Catch and 
income of 

fishing families 
decline Ecosystem 

is under
serious 
threat

Effects

Problem

Root
causes

Gender, Inclusion, Power and Politics (GIPP) is an analysis tool for the development and 
humanitarian sector to design effective and relevant programmes.

GIPP is rooted in a commitment to development, humanitarian and peace-building work 
that is centred on an analytical approach based on key principles to understanding the 
context for any programme or project:

Gender 
Equality

Social 
Inclusion

Power Politics

Context

7

This analysis helps develop a detailed picture of the root causes of problems, the roles of 
different stakeholders, and the processes to achieve positive change.
Crucial to every GIPP is a clear understanding of how gender and other social inequalities 
shape development challenges, outcomes and access to power and resources.
With this established, programmes can be designed, implemented, and reviewed effectively.

2.0 Planning a GIPP Analysis

Where power  
lies, who it lies 
with, who  
is excluded  
and why?

2.1 Key Questions to examine using this analysis tool:

How is the  
lack of power 
itself a form  
of poverty?

What are the  
forms, types and 
spaces of power?2 
(personal, collective, 
public/ private 
domains etc)

How do power 
dynamics and 
political institutions 
shape decisions/
resource allocation/ 
inequality?

Who uses  
and benefits 
from these 
arrangements? 

What are  
the incentives, 
barriers and 
potential new 
pathways for 
change?

How to  
enhance the  
agency and  
voice of people  
who are  
excluded?

13
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Our visual identity

Colour options
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Brand guidelines

Christian Aid

Aid programme branding and communications 

From the outset, and with an understanding that the budget  
for design was extremely limited, it was important to equip my 
clients with as many visual assets that were easy to use as 
possible. After creating a simple but effective visual brand, 
and a comprehensive set of guidelines, I was able to produce  
a suite of products that could adapt them when needed.

Click on the thumbnails below to see a larger version.
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Our colour palette
Colour palette
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Practical examples for guidance

Stationery and publications
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Postcode

Branding and logo applied to A4 letterhead (left) and front and back 

cover of A5 newsletter (above)

When dealing with single page publications, the UK aid logo should be  

included with the partner logos. It always features first and is larger than  

the other logos in this arrangement.

Publications or outputs specific to just one organisation can be  

produced carrying just the ECID logo, DfID logo and an agency’s  

own logo. Reference to the other organisations may be made  

within any text if appropriate.
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1.  Formation of GIPP Taskforce

Output: GIPP Taskforce established

Suggested lead: Relevant member of 
country programme team

The GIPP Taskforce is the local person 
responsible for leading on the GIPP 
analysis, with support pulled in from 
external or global technical advisers as 
required. 

The Taskforce is responsible for reviewing 
and inputting into the adaptation of the 
GIPP tools; leading on Key Informant 
Interviews (KIIs), facilitating Focus Group 
Discussions (FGDs) and co-facilitating the 
multi-stakeholder workshop. In addition 
they will put together the list of target 
informants and participants; preparing  
the initial GIPP analysis and leading on 
updating this analysis throughout 
implementation. It should be a hands-on 
group that is able to work efficiently and 
cohesively. 

Each GIPP Taskforce should consist of a 
cross-section of relevant stakeholders, 
including:

• Between 5-8 people (size to be determined 
based on what is appropriate for each 
country), gender balanced

• Other potential agencies working in 
consortium

• Representatives from core programme 
team in country (one of whom will likely 
lead the Taskforce)

• Partner leads and Representatives from 
relevant CSOs (e.g. from women-led CSOs, 
organisations led by and focused on 
supporting marginalised groups, social 
movements etc). with at least one member 
of the Taskforce external to the project.
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Gender, Inclusion, Power and Politics (GIPP) is an analysis tool for the development and 
humanitarian sector to design effective and relevant programmes.

GIPP is rooted in a commitment to development, humanitarian and peace-building work 
that is centred on an analytical approach based on key principles to understanding the 
context for any programme or project:

Gender 
Equality

Social 
Inclusion

Power Politics

Context
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This analysis helps develop a detailed picture of the root causes of problems, the roles of 
different stakeholders, and the processes to achieve positive change.
Crucial to every GIPP is a clear understanding of how gender and other social inequalities 
shape development challenges, outcomes and access to power and resources.
With this established, programmes can be designed, implemented, and reviewed effectively.

2.0 Planning a GIPP Analysis

Where power  
lies, who it lies 
with, who  
is excluded  
and why?

2.1 Key Questions to examine using this analysis tool:

How is the  
lack of power 
itself a form  
of poverty?

What are the  
forms, types and 
spaces of power?2 
(personal, collective, 
public/ private 
domains etc)

How do power 
dynamics and 
political institutions 
shape decisions/
resource allocation/ 
inequality?

Who uses  
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from these 
arrangements? 
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the incentives, 
barriers and 
potential new 
pathways for 
change?

How to  
enhance the  
agency and  
voice of people  
who are  
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multi-stakeholder workshop. In addition 
they will put together the list of target 
informants and participants; preparing  
the initial GIPP analysis and leading on 
updating this analysis throughout 
implementation. It should be a hands-on 
group that is able to work efficiently and 
cohesively. 

Each GIPP Taskforce should consist of a 
cross-section of relevant stakeholders, 
including:

• Between 5-8 people (size to be determined 
based on what is appropriate for each 
country), gender balanced

• Other potential agencies working in 
consortium

• Representatives from core programme 
team in country (one of whom will likely 
lead the Taskforce)

• Partner leads and Representatives from 
relevant CSOs (e.g. from women-led CSOs, 
organisations led by and focused on 
supporting marginalised groups, social 
movements etc). with at least one member 
of the Taskforce external to the project.
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Gender, Inclusion, Power and Politics (GIPP) is an analysis tool for the development and 
humanitarian sector to design effective and relevant programmes.

GIPP is rooted in a commitment to development, humanitarian and peace-building work 
that is centred on an analytical approach based on key principles to understanding the 
context for any programme or project:

Gender 
Equality

Social 
Inclusion

Power Politics

Context

7

This analysis helps develop a detailed picture of the root causes of problems, the roles of 
different stakeholders, and the processes to achieve positive change.
Crucial to every GIPP is a clear understanding of how gender and other social inequalities 
shape development challenges, outcomes and access to power and resources.
With this established, programmes can be designed, implemented, and reviewed effectively.

2.0 Planning a GIPP Analysis

Where power  
lies, who it lies 
with, who  
is excluded  
and why?

2.1 Key Questions to examine using this analysis tool:

How is the  
lack of power 
itself a form  
of poverty?

What are the  
forms, types and 
spaces of power?2 
(personal, collective, 
public/ private 
domains etc)

How do power 
dynamics and 
political institutions 
shape decisions/
resource allocation/ 
inequality?

Who uses  
and benefits 
from these 
arrangements? 

What are  
the incentives, 
barriers and 
potential new 
pathways for 
change?

How to  
enhance the  
agency and  
voice of people  
who are  
excluded?
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Kathryn has worked on many projects for the two London Tate 
galleries. One branding project was for Young Tate, a group of 
young people who plan and deliver events in Tate’s galleries.
Their aim is to create a programme of free, stimulating and fun 
activities to introduce other young people to art. Kathryn was 
commissioned to design a logo which reflected these aspects.

TATE MODERN AND TATE BRITAIN

<< back to overview
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WEBSITE | LOGO | EDUCATION PROGRAMME BOOKLET
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TATE
EXHIBITION POSTERS AND GRAPHICS 

EDUCATION PROGRAMME BOOKLETS | EVENTS LITERATURE << back to overview
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For over fifteen years, Kathryn has worked with Quo 
Vadis, who are experts in luxury holidays for families. 
All the staff are parents themselves, so have a unique 
insight into their clients’ requirements, who often 
don’t have the time they need to put together the 
perfect family holiday themselves.

QUO VADIS LUXURY  
FAMILY HOLIDAYS

<< back to overview
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QUO VADIS LUXURY HOLIDAYS
BRANDING | BROCHURE COVERS<< back to overview

Overview

For many families a safari followed by a luxurious period of
relaxation on the beach is the ultimate holiday.

There is nothing more awe inspiring for inquisitive children 
than seeing lions, elephants and other animals at close quarters.
Programmes such as Big Cat Diaries have fuelled a massive
increase in enquiries for this type of holiday.

However, going on a safari has many different challenges for
parents and it can be a little daunting to make sure that you have
chosen the right destination, time of year and itinerary that will
make everyone happy.
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Quo Vadis Travel 
Safari Guide For Families
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QUO VADIS LUXURY HOLIDAYS
BROCHURE COVER & INSIDE SPREADS << back to overview
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Book your bespoke family holiday  
01279 639600  holidays@quovadistravel.co.uk

The Best Luxury Family Holidays Worldwide

4

The Best Luxury Family Holidays Worldwide

School holiday guide

Season

Christmas/New Year/
February half term

Best

Canary Islands,
sheltered south coasts
Egypt
Dubai 
Oman
Caribbean
Maldives
South Africa

Caution

Warmth: the med
Mauritius: Jan – April
cyclone seasn

Easter

Canary Islands
Maldives
Caribbean
Florida

Getting hot:
Egypt
Oman
Dubai
Can be warm but
unreliable: the Med

May half term

Algarve
Spain
Greece
Cyprus 
Turkey
Morocco
Bermuda
Florida
Caribbean
Mauritius
Sardinia
Malta

Too hot: inland Egypt,
Oman, Dubai, inland
Morocco
Maldives: wet season

Summer

Algarve
Spain
Greece
Cyprus
Turkey
Madeira
Mauritius
Sardinia
Bermuda

Too hot: inland Egypt,
Oman, Dubai, inland
Morocco
South Africa: 
winter in parts
Maldives: wet season
August: hurricanes in
Caribbean and Florida

October half term

Canary Islands
Morocco
Malta
Southern Greece 
Cyprus
Madeira
Mauritius

End of hurricane season:
Caribbean
Florida

At a glance...

In more detail... 
we have tried to guide you by the weather – this is
obviously very variable and we cannot guarantee it!

Firstly we would like to reassure you of
our expertise in advising you on your
holiday. We are all parents with children
of varying ages, we have all travelled
extensively with our children and
between us have visited almost all of the
properties we recommend. Add to this
the fact we have been specialising in
luxury family holidays for many years.

We feel confident we can understand
fully your family holiday needs, so please,
do not hesitate to call us for advice.
Booking with us should get you the same
or better price, as being an independent
agent rather than a tour operator with a
family brochure, we are able to shop
around on your behalf.

When to book:

EARLY! If you are new to the restrictions
of school holidays don’t get caught out.
We start booking holidays up to a year in
advance – the main pressure points are:

• Half term if you only have a week. 
You will prefer a weekend day flight 
so must book early, especially for
October and February as the range 
of destinations offering warmth is
restricted by the weather.

• The return in January from any
Christmas and New Year breaks. 
You are competing not just with other

families but many who travel to see
friends and relatives and take
advantage of the bank holidays.
Easter can be similar.

• Any holiday in the main school
holidays if you would like guaranteed
interconnecting rooms or a suite.

Where to go:

Below is a short guide by each holiday
period – it is only an at a glance guide
and largely depends how warm you 
like warm. Please don’t hesitate to 
ring us for more information.

Christmas/New Year and February half term

The closest destination (4 hour flight) with warm weather – expect an
average of 6 hours sunshine, temperatures in the low 20’s and occasional
rain – are the Canary Islands. Alternatively, Egypt is a similar distance,
but with consistently good weather – it would be unlikely to rain with an
average of 7 hours sunshine and temperatures in the mid 20’s.

If these don’t appeal you need to take a longer flight to get warm; an 8
hour flight gets you to Dubai or Oman expect mid 20’s, an average of 
9 hours sunshine and no rainfall; 8 hours to Kenya with tempertures in
the high 20’s; 9 hours to the Caribbean with temperatures in mid to late
20’s, 9 hours sunshine and only occasional short, tropical downpours; 
11 hours to the Maldives with temperatures in the late 20’s. This is the
best time also to visit most of the Far East

If childcare is not important then this is a great time to visit South Africa –
12 hours flight but no time difference.

Easter Holidays

All the destinations from February are still great
options – the Canary Islands, Maldives and the
Caribbean are perhaps a degree or two warmer
whilst Egypt, Dubai and Oman are on the cusp 
of getting hot but should still be comfortable.

If hot weather is not as important to you as
journey time then it is well worth considering
some of the more southerly Mediterranean
destinations. The price is very reasonable relative
to the summer months, and the weather can be
glorious although not guaranteeed. Cyprus (4.5
hours flight) should offer temperatures of around
20 degrees with only a few rainy days in a month
and the Algarve (2 hours flight) a couple of
degees cooler. Both are open year round anyway
but the weather in March/April begins to improve.

Another option could be Crete – the most
southerly of the Greek Islands, or perhaps Sicily
which warm up especially towards the end of April.

Bermuda (7 hours flight) is also just beginning its
season and would have temperatures in the low
20’s. South Africa is still warm.

May half term

This is the best time to visit most of the
Mediterranean destinations especially as most of us
are restricted to a week. The Algarve and Spain
are just over 2 hours flying time whilst Greece,
Cyprus, Turkey are approx 4 hours. These resorts
are not yet scorching and not as busy as the
summer months. Expect temperatures in low to mid
20’s, little rainfall and lots of sunshine. Book early,
by Christmas if possible, as demand is high.

If you are happy to venture further afield then it is
one of the cheapest times to visit the Caribbean.
The weather is still fabulous with temperatures 
now up to late 20’s/early 30’s and some rain but 
in short thundery downpours rather than whole
days. Just a bit closer with a flight time of 7 hours 
is Bermuda – this is one of the best times to visit
with temperatures in the mid 20’s.

Mauritius, approx 12 hours flight, is also nearly
perfect with temperatures in the mid 20’s and an
average of 8 hours sunshine.

Summer Holidays

The Mediterranean is at its peak. Greece, Cyprus and Turkey can get
very hot, Spain and Portugal are generally not so extreme. Choose
some of the Islands such as Sardinia or Madeira for a cooling breeze;
Bermuda for a more temperate climate.

Mauritius has fantastic weather at this time of the year with average
temperatures in the mid 20’s and 7–8 hours sunshine a day.

October half term

The big question – risk short haul or take a longer flight? As for Easter
you can maximise your chances by choosing a more southerly destination
– Cyprus, Crete and Turkey, approx 4 hours flying time should be
warmer, in the low 20’s and have slightly less chance of rain than Spain
and Portugal which are approx 2 hours and a few degrees cooler. 

If you don’t want to risk it then fly a little further. A safer bet are the
Canary Islands offering a consistent mid 20’s and just 4 hours away.

Mauritius, approx 12 hours, has still a great climate with temperatures in
the late 20’s and little rain.

A
A

Book your bespoke family holiday  
01279 639600  holidays@quovadistravel.co.uk

ABAMA

Book your bespoke family holiday  
01279 639600  holidays@quovadistravel.co.uk18

Gran Melia Bahia 
del Duque Resort

Book your bespoke family holiday  
01279 639600  holidays@quovadistravel.co.uk 19

ABAMA, a beautiful new resort
located on a large private estate
with its own golf course, spa,
beach, hotel and villa rooms and
suites. It is surrounded by banana
plantations rather than other
hotels. There are stunning views
out to sea with a clear view of 
La Gomera, peaceful too, as
motorised watersports are not
allowed as the sea is a protected
area just here. There are many
facilities including a secluded,
uncrowded golden sandy cove.

Guia de Isora, Tenerife Costa Adeje, Tenerife

Family Factfile...

Children’s club
4–11 yrs
Daily, 10am–6pm
A series of activities, workshops and handcrafts 
building games, aquatic games, outdoor-games
Tailor-made-programmes for groups, eg the 
"kids’-night-camp", while mums and dads enjoy a
special dinner. 
Books, DVD, and board games for rent
Play Station and games for rent

Juniors and teenagers
8 yrs and over:
Tennis and paddle classes 
Golf classes
10 yrs and over:
Diving introduction’s course

Babysitting
Yes and Nanny service available too – 
pre bookable.

Children’s pool
Yes – main pool is suitable for children and 
is heated.

Baby facilities
Cots, highchairs and bottles warmers on request

Meals
Childrens menus available

Beaches 
A lovely sandy private beach is in a cove below
the hotel. 

Nearest airport/flight time
Rena Sofia 4 hours
Transfer time: 35 mins

Surrounding area
This is a self contained resort which is 5 minutes
from the small town of Play San Juan and 15
minutes by taxi from the busier area of Adeje, 
or you may wish to hire a car to explore the
beautiful countryside nearby. 

And for the grown ups…
10 restaurants
5 bars
7 freshwater heated swimming pools
Golf 
Nightclub
Entertainment programme
Wellness & spa centre
Tennis club
Fitness centre

Quo Vadis View for Families… 
This is a luxury hotel that is perfect as a family if 
you want to relax and unwind in a tranquil location.
There is a variety of sports and activities on offer, 
but there is also space to unwind and enjoy the view.
We would thoroughly recommend it.

Family Factfile...

Children’s club
Open all year for children aged 3–12 yrs
10am–1pm and 2–6pm
Free of charge
Playground, activities including pirate treasure
hunts, dressing-up, crafts and team games.
Magic show and discos
Under three’s can be accompanied by an adult
(parent or nanny).

Babysitting
From €12 per hour pre-bookable locally

Children’s pool
Two children’s pools

Baby facilities
Highchairs and kettles available on request. 

Children’s facilities
Playground 

Meals
Children’s menus available in all restaurants
except El Duque. 

Beaches
The hotel is situated on a lovely sandy beach

Nearest airport/flight time
Reina Sofia International, Tenerife South, 4 hrs
Transfer time: 20 mins

Surrounding area
Three minutes walk from a new shopping centre
and 10–15 mins by car from five golf courses.

And for the grown ups…
Ten restaurants
Ten bars 
Six pools (one heated)
Floodlit Tennis courts & tuition
Squash
Fitness Centre
Massage & Sauna
Watersports
Many more sports & games facilities

A member of The Leading Hotels of the World, 
The Gran Melia Bahia del Duque Resort is managed
by "Sol-Melia Hotels & Resorts" of Spain and is
considered to be one of the best on the island of
Tenerife for sheer luxury and range of facilities.
Modelled on a turn-of-the 19th Century Canaries
village, with pastel coloured walls and courtyards
and beautiful landscaped gardens, it is renowned 
for good service and style.

Quo Vadis View for Families… 
A deluxe, resort style hotel with lots of fantastic
facilities and a clever layout which means it still
feels intimate and elegant despite being big. 
The year round children’s club and year round
Canaries climate make it a great half term choice –
spring or autumn.
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Briefed by Christian Aid’s Design and Production managers, 
Kathryn has often worked with and presented to writers, 
editors, theologians, the marketing team, and the photography 
department. She has worked on all stages of the projects from 
concepts through to delivery of print-ready artwork, often 
commissioning and managing illustration, photography and 
modelmaking, and liaising with printers.

CHRISTIAN AID

<< back to overview
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CHRISTIAN AID
‘BIG BOOK’ – 

RICHARD & LUIS LIVE IN PERU<< back to overview
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CHRISTIAN AID
FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

ACTIVIST EVENT PUBLICITY MATERIALS | SCHOOL WORKSHEET<< back to overview
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Kathryn has been commissioned by the Editorial, Marketing, 
Membership and Fundraising departments at the Art Fund. 
Projects have included a membership website, Christmas 
merchandising catalogues, diaries, fundraising materials, 
publicity for travelling exhibitions, members’ guides, 
research publications and membership postcards, bookmarks 
and invitations.

THE ART FUND

<< back to overview
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THE ART FUND
RESEARCH REPORT | MEMBERS’ GUIDE | ‘ABOUT US’ LEAFLET

EXHIBITION POSTER | CENTENARY MATERIALS | DIARY | MUSEUM TRAIL LEAFLET<< back to overview
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Kathryn was commissioned by publishing company 3 Fox 
International to design a brochure for Havering Council. 
The Council were looking to attract a building development 
company to partner them in a £1 billion project to build 
3,500 new homes. Havering, on the eastern fringes of London, 
has not been the most desirable of residential areas for 
commuters, but with the new Elizabeth Line due to open in 
2018, that is set to change as journey times into the centre 
of town will be much reduced.  

HAVERING COUNCIL

<< back to overview
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HAVERING COUNCIL
MAKING A GREATER LONDON – BROCHURE<< back to overview

Havering 
Making 
a greater 
London
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ROAD 
– The M25 forms the   
 Eastern boundary 

– The A12 runs through  
 the north of the borough

– The A13 runs along  
 the southern edge of  
 the borough
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RAIL 
– Six stations 

– From 2020, C2C will run  
 from Rainham to Fenchurch  
 Street in 22 minutes

– From December 2018, the  
 Elizabeth line will stop  
 at Romford, Gidea Park  
 and Harold Wood stations  
 – all are being upgraded  
 and will feature enhanced  
 urban realm

TUBE 

– District Line, Zone 6: 
 Hornchurch, Elm Park,   
 Upminster Bridge and  
 Upminster stations

4 5
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WATERLOO ESTATE 

Location: Romford
1,100 new mixed-tenure homes
45,000sq m
Demolition of 285 properties

Romford
station

Rail links key
Crossrail
Greater Anglia

A118

A12

Waterloo 
Estate/
Queen 
Street

Romford
town 
centre

A
12

5

QUEEN STREET  

Location: within the  
Waterloo Estate, Romford
5,000sq m
Sheltered housing scheme

OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT

Romford

MAYGREEN CRESCENT, 
PARK LANE  

Location: Hornchurch 
200 new mixed-tenure homes
14,000sq m

Romford
station

A124

Maygreen 
Crescent, 
Park Lane

Elm Park
station

Hornchurch
station

HQueen’s 
Hospital

A
125

The Chase
Nature 
Reserve

Hornchurch
town 
centre

Emerson 
Park
station

OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR DEVELOPMENT

HornchurchA124

Dell Court

Elm Park
station

Hornchurch
station

Hornchurch
town 
centre

Emerson 
Park
station

Upminster
Bridge
station

DELL COURT  

Location: Hornchurch 
40 new flats 
5,050sq m 
29 properties to be demolished

OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT

Hornchurch

10 11
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<< back to overview

THE PARKS TRUST
EDUCATION PROGRAMME – MARKETING LEAFLET

LEAF BOOKMARKS
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UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER
LITERATURE GUIDELINES

ACCOMMODATION BROCHURES<< back to overview
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NESTA
ANNUAL REPORT 2003-4<< back to overview
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NESTA
ANNUAL REPORT 2004-5<< back to overview
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THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
READING ROOM SYMBOLS<< back to overview
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TEXTILE VIEW MAGAZINE
MENSWEAR FORECASTING SPREADS << back to overview
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BASCA
‘THE WORKS’ – MEMBERS’ MAGAZINE | IVOR NOVELLO AWARDS PROGRAMME | GOLD BADGE AWARDS PROGRAMME << back to overview
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WORLD CIRCUIT
CD PACKAGING

TMTHE SERIES

7-TRACK

SAMPLER

INCLUDING

PREVIOUSLY

UNRELEASED

LIVE TRACK

SAMPLER

<< back to overview
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HUMANE SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
‘SCIENCE WITHOUT SUFFERING’ RESEARCH DOCUMENT

‘ADVANCING SAFETY, SCIENCE AND HEALTH RESEARCH’ REPORT<< back to overview
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PANCREATIC CANCER UK
ANNUAL FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN, 2017<< back to overview

Please view the animation here

Pancreatic Cancer UK (PCUK) provide expert, 
personalised support and information via a 
Support Line and through a range of publications. 
They fund innovative research to find and develop 
the breakthroughs that will change how pancreatic 
cancer is understood, diagnosed and treated.

I was commissioned to design a sub brand for their 
yearly awareness month. The number of people who 
die within five years after receiving a diagnosis 
of pancreatic cancer is over 90%, yet it receives 
a very small amount of government funding. 

The campaign’s title was Purple Alert and the 
brief asked for a look and feel that depicted a 
sense of urgency. The inspiration for my chosen 
route was the emergency messages on motorway 
matrix signs. The response from my clients was 
very positive – the income generated far exceeded 
the previous year’s figure, and the entire 
campaign was seen as being a great success.
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